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Yes, Virginia

Moot Court Team
·Loses in Louisville

There Is A Bond!

State elections in Virginia on
November 8 resulted in a largely
Republican slate of officers for
the next four years and five new
bond issues to fund capital
projects around the state.
Among these is included $5.5
million for a new building for the
Marshall-Wythe School of Law.
Republican John Dalton
resoundingly defea ted Henry
Howell in the governor's race.
Dalton prevailed by a 56 percent
to 43 percent margin, handing
Howell his third consecutive
defeat in his quest for the
Governor's office.
Chuck Robb ' was an easy
victor over Joe Canada for the
Lieutenant Governorship. Robb
will be the only Democra t of the
three major state office-holders.
Marshall Coleman upset
favored Ed Lane to win the
Attorney
General 's
spot.
Coleman, who conducted a highvisibility campaign (including
an Amicus interview) was a 5347 percent winner.
All fi ve of the proposed state
bond issues: parks, ports,
mental health, corrections, and
higher
education
passed
comfor tably . Of particular
interest to t he law school
community is the portion of the
higher education bond that will
be used to construct a new
building for Marshall-Wythe .
The new building, which will be
completed at a site near the
Courthouse and adjacent to the
new National Center for State
Courts iin approximately 21h

years , should relieve the
pressure being placed on M-W
by the A.B.A . Law School
Accreditation Committee and
insure the continued good
standing of the law school.
Many M-W students and
faculty participated in the
camoaign to pass the bond
issues, with a resultant 80
percent favorable vote in James
City County. The dozens of
students and faculty organized
by Mason Lacy who worked at
the polls all day deserve
particular recognition.
When the bond proposals
originally issued from the
General Assembly,
state
pollsters predicted rejection.
The support of incumbent
Governor Mills Godwin and an
enthusiastic campaign waged by
a citizen's group known as
Virginias for Bonds was
responsible for the bond's
success:
. Second year student Ken
Geroe, one of two statechainnen of Students for Bonds,
an arm or Virginians for Bonds,
said, " I am both extremely
relieved and extremely satisfied
tha t the bonds passed so
resoundingly. It was a pleasure
to work with so many dedicated
and en~usiastic people ; it was
an experience for which I am
very grateful and proud."
Election Day's fair weather .
brought out over one million
voters , one of the largest
turnouts for a state election in
Virginia history.

The Conquest Of

Mb~J5J D.J eY~Vi!ca~ ~n! mt. a

(Editor's note: This is the
second part in a two part article
in which the author, a first year
student, recalls his climb up
Mount McKinley last summer.
Part one, in the last Amicus, left
us with the author remembering
the
sometimes
banal
conversations among him and
his fellow scalers.)
However, talk usually IS nor.
about such heavy subjects and if
someone bringsup something
practical in conversation he
usually has to follow with an
embarrassing explanation as to
why he did so.
On the sixth day a U.F.O.
appeared as the sun finally cut
its way through the clouds. We
were now at 11,000 feet on the
mountain and had established
::::amp V. Each day we awoke at
1:30 and carried our . packs,
.vhich wrestled us like living
opponents, about 1,500 vertical
feet up glacier where we
dumped them and established
another camp. Because of the
vast quantity of our supplies we
would often return to our

second carry to our new
loca tion. Even on these long
days we were usually finished
with the work around 1:00 in the
afternoon and collapsed in the
tents to sleep until dinnf'r.
The only objective dangers
encountered on the Kahiltna
glacier were crevasses . ' We
traveled " roped up" as a safety
precaution to catch a clim~er in
case . he fell into a 'hidden
crevasse. Major avalanches
were not encountered because
we never got a heavy snowfall,
though we did hear several
small ones as we traveled
through the whiteout. No
avalanche is really small
however if you are in its way.
The sound of even a small one is
overwhelming, like distant
rolling prairie thunder , a
wallowing sound, 'part .animal,
part steel. It is the sound of
something unknown, huge and
powerful.
We stayed in the center of the
glacier to avoid these but
whenever we heard one there
(continued page 5)

Stc't e Court Center
Set For Conference

Williamsburg,
Virginia ,
November 7 - Williamsburg
will be the site of a landmark
interna tional . conference
aimed at formulating specific
goals and strategies to improve
the administration of state and
local courts across the U.S. for
the next 20 years. Titled " State
Courts: A Blueprint for the
Future, " the meeting will be
sponsored next March 19-22 by
the National Center for State
Courts, the nation 's 'largest -~
private organization involved
in court modernization.
Among
the
leaders
addressing the 350 invitees will
be Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger and Attorney General
Griffin B. Bell. President
Jimmy Carter has been invited
to deliver the keynote speech.
Participating
in
the
Williamsburg Conference will
be several distinguished
foreign juriSts, including the
Rt. Hon. Lord Diplock, P .C.,
Lord of Appeal in Ordinary of
the United Kingdom ; Chief
Justice Garfield Barwick of the
Supreme Court of Australia;
Chief Justice Bora Laskin of
the Supreme Court of Canada ;
Chief Justice Richard Wild of
the Supreme Court of New
Zealand; Rt. Hon . Lord
Emslie, Lord President of the
Inner House of the Cort of
Session of Scotland; and
Master I.H. Jacobs, Q.C., of the
United Kingdom 's Royal
Courts of Justice.
The distinguished Americans
include the chief justices and
state court administrators of
all states and territories,
several present · and former
governors ,
members
of
Congress ,
corporation
executives,
labor
union
leaders, professors and deans
of law, and several journalists.
The
Will i a m s bur g
Conference will "not only
consider new ideas and policy
recommendations but also
focus on specific plans for
implementation of needed
reforms, " according to Chief
Justice Edward E. Pringle of
the Supreme Court of Colorado
and President of the National
Center for State C9.urts.
As such the Conference will
differ significantly from
previOUS conferences involving

leaders of the bench and bar.
To ensure that recommended
solutions are practical as well
as desirable, representatives
from the legislative and
executive branches of state
government, as well as
representatives
of
key
segments of the public, will
have major roles in the
proceedings. The focus will be
on " clear, concise statements
of directions and alternative
soluttons;-"
A
highlight
of
the
Conference's first full day will
be the presentation of the
results of the first national
public opinion survey on the
American public's image of the
courts. The survey is being
performect for the National
Center for State Courts
byYankelovich, Skelley and
White. Among other features,
the survey results will
compare and contrast the
general public's view of the
courts with those of judges and
lawyers, who are also being
surveyed in depth.
In another special feature,
foreign jurists will offer their
perspectives
on
court
procedures and reforms in use
abroad that may be relevant to
the state and local courts of the
United States. Such courts
handle an estimated 95 percent
of all the judicial workload in
the U.S. Their workload has
expanded dramatically in
recent years,
but the
procedures in use in many of
them have not clJanged
Significantly since the 19th
century.
Much of the work of the
Conference will be built around
the reports of six task forces
each of which has been, for the
past
several
months,
considering subject areas
important to the work of court
improvement. The task force
areas are: The Public Image of
the Courts, Courts and the
Community, Courts and the
American
System
of
Government,
Internal
Organization and Procedures
of the Courts, International
Models
for
Court
Imp r 0 vern e nt,
and
Implementation Strategies.
(continued page 6)
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While the Marshall-Wythe
National Moot Court Team did
not win the regional competition
in Louisville, their performance
there is to be commended.
Altogether the team, which
consists of Wyatt Bethel, Jim
Howell, Pat Nooney, Vic
Neubaum, Sharon Pandak and
Jay Wilcox, won three rounds
and lost two. For the purposes of
the competition, these six were
divided into two teams of three.
One of these two teams won their
first two rounds and therefore,
made it to the quarter finals,
where they lost by less than a
point to a team from the
University of North Carolina.
This North Carolina team
eventually took second place in
the competition. Our other team
won in their first round but lost
the second in a close contest to
the team from the University of
Virginia that went on to take
first place.
The team had an opportunity
to do some unexpected oral
. argument with the organizers of
the ·competition. During the
second round, they were
competing with a team from
Solomon P . Chase School of Law
(UniverSity
of
Northern
Kentucky). A written protest
had been filed against this team
before the tournament because
their brief exceeded the page
limit allowable under the rules.
Although the brief would have
been disqualified from the
national competition, in regional
competition, the penalty is
within the discretion of the
regional director. The Director,
Nathan Lord, chose to take no
action in this instance. The
Marshall-Wythe team that
competed against Chase was
understandably upset, since
they had won the round on oral
argument but lost when the brief
scores, which account for forty
percent of the total, were added.
Since the Solomon P. Chase
had won their first round in the
same fashion, there was a rather
loud and lengthy protest raised.
Only after more than an hour of
debate was Mr. Lord convinced
to act.
When the scores of the two .
rounds were re-calculated,
l'vlarshall-Wythe and the other
school won their respective
rounds and both made it to the
quarter finals.
There were several other
complaints about the way the
competition was run. For
example, before the tournament
itself, there were delays in
announcements of when briefs
were to be served and during the
tournament, the time of the one
round was moved up two hours
without any notice to the teams.
Despite such problems, the
Marshall-Wythe teams, overall,
did a very good job. The fa;ct that
it took the best teams in the
competition to defeat them
indicates their excellence.
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On The Economics
Of Office Space

-

-

Amicus Curiae

Raskolnikov Readers Reply

Dear Raskolnikov,
Try us. Try being a serious
In approximately two and one half years the Marshall- essayist, and hope for a
Wythe School of Law will be located in a spacious new response-even from a minority.
building with plenty of library" office, and lounge space. All oC The excuse "the majority does
the various law school activities and publications wiJl be it" only has value as a
housed in one building, so that students and faculty will have rationalization for mediocrity.
The philosophers have been, and
easy access to the personnel and facilities that constitute law always will be, in a minority.
school life.
I admit that almost every
However , for the next two and one half years the law allegation you make concern'ing
school must continue to exist in its present charming but the proportionate amount of
inadequate hall and the various outposts scattered about the time I. now spend discerning the
west campus. During this time enrollment will probably true meaning of a judicial
increase, the 'already overflowing library collection (which is holding versus my theoretical
already small for a school this size) will swell, and an already dialectics during my first year of
crowded building will have somehow to stretch further. In law school is true. But your
light of this continued expansion into nonexistent space and conclusion that I am getting less
excited and more bored does not
since the funding for a new building need no longer command reach my reality. Nor do I feel
our collective conscience, some thought should be given to the that it reflects the pattern of the
utilization of !Space in the present building.
majority of law students. as
Since there is obviously not enough room to have all the anything becomes an integral
law school offices in the same place, a simple test should be part of one's life, many of its
used to determine how space should be allocated in Marshall- facts no longer delight one as
Wythe. Those offices which the most students need direct unique, but rather blur into the
access to should be located in the law building ; the offices background. To disregard the
which ~an function without constant student contact should be philosophy exposed in first year
moved to one of the outposts. (Some of our more mischievous con versa tiona 1 controversies
would be to deny their
readers might suggest that by this test the Dean's Office be significance, as you say.
moved to J .B.T., but they of course would not be taken
There is an alternative outlook
seriously. )
which allows sublimation of that
By this test, there are several space allocations in the desire or iDterest due to the
present building which defy sense or sanity. Although it is imposition of the framework of
important that a school of M-W reputation maintain a high second and third year law
quality law review (and indeed, the present publica tion is of school. Optimism is the key. One
just that calibre) there is no need for the Law Review, or any is only as good as one feels ; one
law school publication, to be located in the law building, much is only as bored as one allows
less in the amount of space assigned to the Review. It is oneself to be.
The practice of law requires
convenient, no doubt, and helpful, but would the final product not
the
thorough
only
be worse if the Review were located in Old Rodgers or preparation and minutiae of
Camm? And most importantly, how many students need second and third year law
access to the law review in the course of day-to-day school, but also the excitement
classwork?
and theorization of first year.
You are right about our failure
Compare the need for student contact of the Law Review
with that of the placement office. The activities of the to read the Post and about our
Placement Office should be touching a large percentage of failure to analyze class work
the students of all three classes; that it is not is at least instead of merely absorbing it,
and our failure to discuss issues
partially a result of its out-of-the way location.
outside of the law school world.
Or perhaps consider the educational advantage of having The solution does not lie in one
the Law Review's space occupied by a professor or two more student lapsing into
currently located in James Blair and carrying a heavy course silence. Speak and someone may
load, including perhaps a first year course. Would not the hear and respond.
educational goals of this institution be better carried out if it
Yours,
Sally Collins
were a professor's office rather than the Law Review's office
that a student dropped in on the third floor?
The Law Review needs ample office space, with easy .. Editor's Note: Ms. -Collins,
access· to the library in order to maintain the quality of the who, to our delight, spends some
publication. However, it does not need to be in the building. time in the Amicus office, read
On the other hand, certain other law school offices, notably the copy of Raskolnikov'S
column in this isslie and was
Placement and some professors, would be able to serve more prompted to respond.
effectively a much greater number of students than will ever
see the inside of the Law Review Office, if these offices were
located in the building.
Dear Editor,
It will be a fine day when all of the various law school
I was intrigued by Ms.
organizations c~m live harmoniously in one building; but until Pizdetsky's female perspective
that day it is important to utilize what little space we have in Mr. Raskolnikov's column. It
looked vaguely familiar. I
best to further the educational goals of the school.
relaized that her image of the
Marshall Wythe male is a mirror
image of the traditional female
stereotype. It seems that Ms.
This fall was unusual in the history of this editorial Pizdetsky is as much a victim of
column. No one was forced to write lengthy and emotional prejudice as those she
dissertations on the disappearance of books and notes from condemns . Perhaps, more
the library or carrels.
subtly, she is a victim of the
Unfortunately, the season did not get past us before the female 'stereotype she abhors.
necessity has arisen once more. The Bar Review Institute Her article makes it clear what's
maintains its records and materials in a small office within on her mind. I suggest that her
the law school building. One of the crucial tapes used to aid .inability to see the male gender
third year students in bar exam preparation was discovered as anything but a potential stud
service precludes her from
missing two weeks ago.
interpreting its reaction towards
No proof is available that the tape was in fact taken, or her apparently . questionable
taken by a student, for that matter. It's existence in that of- sexuality as more than a mere
fice at the beginning of the semester is a fact, however, which physical reaction. I'm sure it
leads one to only one conclusion when all the potential of- runs deeper than that. Since her
ficials have beEm consulted regarding authorized removal of sexual frustration has imPaired
her judgment, I might also
.
the materials.
No remedy exists for those students who need that tape suggest that a mechanical
device properly applied would
for their education, and who have paid a fee for that right.
broaden
her horizons.
I make no plea for return with promises of immunity
because this violation of the honor code deserves full
Sincerely,
prosecution under a law which we have all sworn to uphold. P r n c e
M shkin
-sally Collins

The ·Un-Reasonable Man

November 19, 1977

Dear Editor,
While no one is serioUsly
claiming that the favorable
Nov. 8th referendum on the
bond issue rested solely on the
efforts here at MarshallWythe, it is fair to say that a
number of students and faculty
members made a significant
contribution. For all but a few,
that contribution was made
with no recognition or thanks.
At the risk of inadvertently
overlooking a few volunteers, I
would like to express my
thanks for the personal
commitment which led the
following students and faculty
members to assist in the bond
campaign:
Marg
Woodrum ,
Don
Wolthuis , Walter Williams,
Jocelyn West, Mark Warlick,
Bill Vaughn, Andy Thurman,
Wil Taylor, Gwyn Staton, MiKe
Soberick, Elizabeth Snyder,
Guy Sibilla, Jeff Schreiber,
Rick Schafrann, Jim Ronca,
David
Robbins ,
Bob
Rappaport, Bob Rae, Linda
Price, Rich Pickard, Jay Neal,
A1rn Morrison, T. Moorman,
Tim McDermott, Christy May,
Dorry Martin, Jean Lawson,
Terri Lamberson, Nancy Kern,
Bev Karch, Kathy Hunter, Jim
Hixon, Glenn Hayes , Bob
Harris, Bill Givivan, Mike
Giguere, Ken Geroe, Max
Frias, David Fischer, Terry
Diamond, 'Terri Crum, Ken
Cotten, Kevin Connelly,
Thelma Carrol, Kevin Brunick,
Sloan Brooke-Devlin, Tim
Broas, Marc Bresenoff, Susan
Brannan, Wyatt Bethel, Cyndie
Baskett, Prof. Williamson,
Prof. Whyte, Col. Walck, Dean
Sullivan, Dean, Spong, Prof.
Schaefer , Prof. Donaldson ,
Prof. Collins.
I would like to give special
recognition
to
my
subcommittee chairpersons:
Cassie Kennedy
Carrol Kinsey
Tom Knaves
John Rogers

While a sincere effort was
made to recognize everyone
who contributed to the bond
campaign in any manner ,
there remains the ~ibility
that a few were not·included. If
you know of someone who was
involved in the campaign and
is not listed above, please
contact me or a member of the
S.B.A. as soon as possible. We
will see that the individual is
included in the next issue of the
Amicus.

Sincerely
Mason Lacy, Chairman
S.B.A. New Building
Committee

Gentlemen
For some time now I have
thought it strange that the
newspaper of America's oldest
law school would give a: column
to a fellow with a name that
sounds like there's probably a
statue of him standing in Red
Square. I have satisfied myself
that this fellow Raskolnikov .is
no Marxist though, because he
always advances ideas as out
of date and sleepy as old Jim,
who was bitten by a Tsetse .fly
thirty-three years ago this
March. I have also noted that
this European affects a stylethat indicates that he has
pre tensions of being a
gentleman. Perhaps he even is
one in Russia or Poland or
Czechoslovakia or wherever he
comes from.
In any case, someone should
tell him that he will never be a
gentleman in America. It's not
his fault. -It's all a matter of
circumstance .
arne
is
everything here and nobody
named Raskolnikov is going
to be accepted as an American
gentleman. Besides, no selfrespecting Marxist would
adopt such a style. So
Raskolnikov is safe enough, if a
trifle disturbing.
<continued page 4)
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Amicus Curiae

The rest of this page has been left blank not because the
staff of the Amicus was unable to fill it. If we had wanted, we
would have written more articles or solicited more advertisements. You may correctly conclude that we did not
want to write any more than we had already. The simple fact
is tha t we cannot do it all; we can no longer do even most of it.
Without the support of the people in the law school, the
Amicus cannot publish.
.
We have tried every alternative available. We have been
patently obvious about our need for contributions; we have
been subtle. We have cornered people in hallways; we have
called them at home. We have posted signs and we have run
advertisements . With the exception of a handful of students
and faculty who have contributed articles consistently, and a
second handful who have contributed editoriaLassistance, the
student body has been uncooperative we feel. We would
welcome a response to this editorial from merpbers of the law
school community. We do not expect any responses, however ,
with experience as our guide.
Several issues ago we printed an editorial in which we
urged the student body to seek from the Administra tion a
satisfactory answer to student requests that the library
regula tions be reexamined.
Not only did we receive no response from Ms. Heriot, who
evidently does not read the Amicus, but we received no indication at all that even one student or faculty member or
Dean was aware-that the Amicus had run an editorial. It may
well be that everyone read it and thought it no longer an issue,
but we, of course, will never know.
Quite frankly, we see no reason to continue publication ,
and it is not an idle threat that unless there is a recognizable
interest in the paper, the present Editors will resign and
recommend to the College Publications Council, which funds
the paper , that it seek some better' way to spend its money.
This is the final issue of the Amicus for the fall semester.
We hope, and very much, that next semester we wllI have
received sufficient encouragement to begin anew'. To third
year students , we ask not that you contribute directly to the
Amicus . We ask that you speak to first and second years and
encourage them to contribute. We realize that at this point
third years have compelling reasons-the Bar exam , interviews, etc .-to spend their time in other pursuits. Even so,
we ask them to give lower classmen their views on the value
of the Amicus.

To second and first year students we say this: if you
expect to read a law school newspaper, you had best contribute to it. We are not paid to produce theAmicus. We
recieve no academic credit for producing the Amicus. We
have had no prior experience, and find it no easy task to
produce the Amicus. We have other things to do also. We want
to get summer jobs too ; we want to do well in school , too.
We do not feel that it places too much of a burden on you to ask
you to help out.
Last week we spent a hefty sum of the paper's money to
throw a party . We charged no entrance fee: we asked nothing
but your presence. We wanted to provide an opportunity for
the law school to celebrate its victory in the bonds campaign.
Although a few students opposed us by taking down our
signs, which were allegedly sexist, and a few faculty members thought the party improper , in general we felt as though
we succeeded . Students and faculty showed up en masse, a.nd
the Administration approved, at least in confidence. People
seemed glad tha t a party was held. We had hoped , we admit,
tha t someone or two would repay us with an article, or a t least
a thank-you letter so we wouldn 't have to do all the backpatting ourselves. And we must admit that we find the logic
that decrees tha t students and faculty have time to drink beer
on a school day but not write for the paper a little faulty.
We would be somewhat embarrassed if it were taken QY
some tha t we are merely feeling sorry for ourselves .
Nevertheless, it is only natural · to hope that at some point
along the line, someone will acknowledge your contributions .
(Like a good dog, we occasionally like to be petted,) We
notice, for example, that in the letters section , a list of
students and faculty is submitted and they are thanked for
their contributions to the bonds campaign. We looked, we
admi t, for the Amicus Curiae on that list. We do not fault the
author of that letter . He did a fine.job, and he is not expected
to thank everyone ; indeed how could he? Nevertheless, we
feel tha t we did more than our fair share during the campaign
and shortly after. We would do the same again . We use this
example as merely some evidence that perhaps the paper is
.
taken for granted.
In January, when we nex t publish, we will be in a better
mood. Exams will be over. The new building will be begun.
The Colts will be preparing to win the Super Bowl. And, if you
will help us, by coming to paste-up or layout, or by
proofreading or typing , or by writing or soliCiting ads, the
Amicus will be here again.
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Rasko's Letters,

Mt. 'M cKin ey, Cont

(from page 1)
was always the fear in the back
- of my mind that any second I
would see tons of snow and ice
p.ome flying out of the fog at me.
In all my previous climbs 1
have reached a point where as
far as enjoyment was concerned,
the climb was over. At some
point the sense of danger and
just never being able to relax or
be happy enters the climb. I
never reached that point on
McKinley. We felt in control at
all times. It was a perfect
example of selecting the right
party for the right route:
This is not to say we didn't
have our share of problems.
Everybody had aches and pains
but the curious thing was how
one ill disposed of another. If
your right hip ached enough you
wouldn't notice the soreness in
your arm from getting hit by
rockfall the -day before.
Sometimes a mountaineer 's
greatest asset is his inability to
recognize pain immediately but
anybody can adopt this frame of
mind. It is kind of like walking
into a barnyard and smelling
manure - stay there five
minutes and you cannot smell it
anymore.
Camp VIII was to 'be our
highest camp before we tried for
the summit two miles and 3000
vertical feet above us. Late on
the night of June 24 I remember
waking to the sound of our
-flapping tent. It was a sickening
sound because I realized that the
only thing that could stop our
summit bid was about to occur.
We were about to experience the
famous storms of McKinley on
one of her most exposed ridges.
Even with the best laid plans
and a strong team you must
always remember that you are
still completely at the mercy of
the elements. The wind on this
ridge can always be felt, it can
always be heard, and in the
landscape it has molded, it can
always be seen. As the night
continued the wind exploded on
our little camp as if it came from
every direction at once. We had
built snow walls five feet high
around the tents so for the
moment we felt safe. At first it
was exciting, then one after
another we began to feel a little
suppressed anxiety followed by
a rather dubious belief at how
well we were doing . •
The wind blew continuously
that night, at times up to 80 mph.
Our tents had a manufacturer's
guarantee to withstand gusts up
to 100 mph but it would not be a
matter of getting our money
back if they didn't hold up.
All the next day the wind
roared and when it died for just a
few seconds it seemed as though
someone
had
suddenly
unplugged the amplifier at a
rock concert. Going outside was
an expedition.in itself where -any
exposed flesh would freeze in
fifteen seconds. On into the
second night the wind cracked
the tents like rifle fire and our
snow walls began to show
serious signs of disintegration.
This was our mistake. We had
known that a storm could last as
long as a week up here and yet
the day before with pleasant
thoughts of attaining the summit
the following day, not enough
time had been given to the daily
monotonous task of building the
snow walls. Luckily we didn't
have to pay for the mistake this
time and around noon on the
second day of the storm the wind
stopped.
Nothing had changed, the

mountain looked much as it haa
before. Then suddenly 1000 feet
above us two men were
attempting to descend the
mountain . Even from our
distance we could see in their
movements that they suffered
extreme exhaustion.
Ten
minutes later both men
stumbled and slid about 100 feet
and did not get up. We rushed up
to them and discovered a
tragedy . They were members of
an Italian expedition climbing a
_route next to ours. Both men had
shredded clothing and one had
lost his glove. They were unable
to help themselves and stared at
us with eyes as hollow as caves.
We helped the climbers down
to our camp and fed them hot
liquids all day. It was evening
before we were able to get their
story. The two climbers tried to
reach the summit from 14,000
feet and were caught in the twoday storm and had to weather it
out in a snow cave at 18,000 feet.
Climbers who reached a
summit and return safely
despite
mishaps
or
misjudgments are hailed for
their heroic perserveraRce,
whereas, those who persevere,
like the two Italians , only to be
trapped by a worsening turn of
events are dismissed as
foolhardy . How it alters our
viewpoint, that intangible called
success. We were not in a
position to ju_dge them as being
foolish or not, we merely got into
radio contact with the Italian
expedition below us and
reported that their two climbers
were in our camp. Later were
were to find out that both
climbers suffered severe
frostbite on their feet and one
lost four fingers on his right
hand.
Monday, June 27 was our
summit day . It was only our
thirteenth day of the climb and if
we succeeded in making the
summit today it would be the
fastest recorded climb of
McKinley. We did not know this
at the time but certainly if we
had it would be ignorant to set it
as a goal. One should climb
safely and not worry about
schedules and breaking such
speed records.
We prepared for the final
assault in our little tent at 4:30 in
the morning. It took thirty
minutes just to get dressed.
Every part of my body was
covered in at least five layers of
protection. The degrees were
hiding in the thermometer at -23
when we set out. Immediately
the weather began to deteriorate
as the wind picked up and
scattered clouds drifted in.
In one and a half hours we
reached Denali pass which is
still 2000 feet below the summit
and the wind was now a steady
gust at 50 mph and visability was
limited to one hundred yards .
Mountaineers walk a thin
boundary between a controlled
situation and one about to get
desperate and out of hand. This
barrier can be crossed very
quickly and our posi tion was now
deteriora ting rapidly. We
quickly added ' our last clothing
of down parkas and pants. At
this pOint one member felt the
cold creep into his fingers and
returned to our high camp.
Perhaps we should not have
continued but our will and drive
had
hardened
and
we
rationalized that the weather
could clear. If not, we had
marked our route w~ll and could
(continued page 5)
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Who
Is This Buildi-n g?
This building, dressed like second year student Guy Sibilla ,
won the award for most original costume at the Annual Gary
Marshall Halloween Party.
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JUST HEARSAY
......•...................

Students will be able to register in advance for Spring
semester. The schedule, which has yet to be made final, calls
for students to register sometime between Thanksgiving and
Exams .
The Bar Review Mini Condensed Multi-State Volumes are
available to registered students. Final tuition payments must be
received by Sally Collins, BRI Representative, before the books will
be distributed to each individual. A reminder to all students planning
to attend the formal review course beginning on January 2, 1978: the
total $275 must be paid to Sally on or before that date. On Monday,
November 28th, the BRI desk will be set up on the seconcLnoor to
collect final payments and distribute books. The desk will be open
from 9:30-12:30 and from 2-4 p.m. This will be the final opportunity to
pay fees WItH January. Registrants are requested to make every
effort to do so at that time.
Pre-game tailgate party is brought to you this week by PDP.
Liquor and lunch at the grad student center for all those attending
William and Mary's final win for the season.
The Student Bar Association will present T.G.I.F. today, Friday,
November 17 at 3:30 p.m . All students are cordially invited to the
Graduate Student Center to help consume a keg.

50 PRINTED RESUMES . _. . • • . • . • . . . • . • . • • • . . .. $9.49

Boswell Printing Co.
607 Prince George Street
, Block from Compus

*

RUSH SERVICE

*

- Also _ __ Programs . Newsletters . Invitations .
Letterheads and Envelopes

COPIES -

lOe EA. WHILE YOU WAIT

Res Ipsa Loquitor

"Ele8 an ce in Tin Foil"
... The most delicious sandwiches
you've ever tasted.

Roast beef, turkey, Surry ham,
German sausa8e and cheese
Call ahead:

220-0298

The
Cheese Shop
424 Prince George St.

Your last issue , though ,
contained a bothersome new
columnist. It is not enough that
you inflict one European writer
with an affection for outlandish
words and opinions on us , but
now you have added another.
This is too much to bear. At
least Miss Pizdetsky has no
delusions of being a lady. Even
a casual reading of her column
makes that clear.
This may well work to heradvantage as she pursues her
legal career, for it does not
seem likely tha t one can
combine the qualities of a fine
lawyer with those of a fine
lady, but that may well make
her more dangerous than that
European fellow Raskolnikov .
I believe in freedom of the
press , mostly because it seems
like a decent idea that keeps
getting abused by folks like this
Raskolnikov fellow annd this
Mis Pizdetsky, and I think that
you should continue to print
what they write. Actually it's
pretty safe because nobody can
read it without the aid of a
Webster ' s . anyway , in the
interests of fair play, equal
time, and plain talk, I intend to
write to you from time to time
and I hope you will print what I
say too.
In brief response to Miss
Pizdetsky, I would like to point
out that my conversations with
male law students have led me
to the conclusion that they
don't care what you think of
them. Most would be happier if
you quit school, got married,
and had eleven kids like you
are supposed to.
Your cQrrespondent,
Pudd 'n 'head
The editors have been
authorized to say in behalf of
Mr. Raskolnikov that he agrees
that Miss Pizdetsky is no lady.

Piggy Wilson's
Advice
Well, folks , It'S nearly tne
end of the semester. How are
things going? By now, keeping
up is an arduous task. Don't
feel that you have time to catch
up later. Don't feel you have ,
time to enjoy Williamsburg's
beautiful weather. Finals are
coming. (Let your collective
stomachs -get nervous now
rather than later.) A number of
first year law students have
told me that law school is too
easy. Well, let's hear from
these wacky youths after
exams are completed. No
arrogance wilt be heard then.
Now, for all of you who are
studying too hard, the wellbalanced student should
participate in a variety of
extra -curricular activities.
Parties have had their bright
and bad spots : among the
sororities, KKG has provided
the best parties; bright,
friendly and fun. We were not
too pleased about talking to
ourselves at Tri-Delt or Chi-a,
but Theta threw an excellent, if
sparsely attended, affair.
Intramural football provided
a lot of good times for a lot of
law students. What after
football? A lot more fun . Coed
volleyball , basketball, and
softball. Get organized, maybe
_you might find some fun in this
burg.
Lastly, I feel that we should
recogniZe two people. This
paper, an amusement for so
(continued page 5)
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Briefs Of The
Burg
THE LAST. . .
.
. great hope of the law school, the bond issue, was a
resounding success, and an audible sigh of relief issued from
our collective breasts when the results were finally announced early on the morning of the 9th.
All of the week before the election knowledgeable friends
of ours had been telling us that the bonds were going to pass
and when we went to the polls to cast our ballots our fellow
voters were all talking positively of the bond issues. ( In
James City County the bonds cleared by better than a threeto-one margin.) Yet we were concerned enough to stay up to
the very early hours of the morning scanning the returns ,
anxiously awaiting some word on the bonds that the
newscasters would not give us . (For reasons unfathomable to
us, the poll watchers chose to count the ballots in the office
races, where' unimaginative candidates competed against
mediocre ones, before they began to count the bond ballots .)
When the bond returns did finally come they were skimpy , but
as precinct after precinct reported in our certainty grew until
finally at 4:00 a.m. UPI ended the suspense by predicting that
the bonds would indeed pass. (Since the Truman election
press fiasco, the wire services don 't predict political victory
until it is all but a mathematical certainty. )
So Virginia Tech will get a new library. The prisons and
ports of this state will be upgraded, the parks will flourish ,
and mental health will get some of the attention it so badly
needs. The Virginia Taxpayers Association will weep as it
pays , but most of the rest of us will feel we got a good deal.
Marshall-Wythe will get a new building , which should please
Ms. Heriot and the A.B.A. no end.
We watched the returns with a few good friends . It would
have been nice to have been with Ken Geroe, or Cassie
Kennedy, or Carroll Kinsey, or any of the dozens of other law
school people who spent such an inordinate amount of time to
insure the bond passage. We can only imagine, knowing how
good we felt, their satisfaction as the vote piled up. To all of
those who campaigned and voted we share our contentment
at a job well done.
... ROUNDUP
We expected thetops to swoop in and scoop us all up, or at
least raid the place e-fter such a racy (but outstanding) advertising campaign, but we have never been known to pass up
• a chance to party , and on Wednesday the 9th we and everyone
else at the law school had good reason to celebrate. We were
more than ably assisted in our Baccanalian delight by the
editors of this second-rate rag, who don't put out much of a
• newspaper, but can sure throw a party.
The Amicus threw what has to have been the best part of
the year. Everyone knows that drinking in the morning is
.. immoral (we like immorality, but prefer to partake of ours in
private), particularly drinking on a school morning. Even
hard-core degenera tes such as ourselves try to wait until noon
to start the serious boozing. We were certain that little a.m.
drinking would occur, but we decided to drift along about 9,
and if any of our classma tes were, well ...
We had nothing to worry about. If there are any morning
tee-totalers in Marshall-Wythe they were elsewhere on this
. morning. Amicus editor Andy Thurman, constantly bellowing
about a dearth of vodka and the necessity to "keep pumping"
(we assume he meant the keg), was mixing Bloody Marys so
fast he was wearing most of them. The other editor, Brian
Buckley, took a more sensible appro~ch ; he started quickly to
work on the Heineken kegs, and was mcompetent by 11.
We spoke with Mr. Buckley before he became incoherent,
and asked him what had prompted the party. "Well," burbled
he " it started out as a recruiting venture; we need first years
to 'work on the paper. But then we realized that the bonds
would pass, and that it would be a good cause to celebrate. We
had some money in the till, and we like to drink so ... "
The crowd ebbed and flowed, always large and
sometimes crushing. It was easily the best attended party of
the year, and the crowd was easily the most rowdy.
Although there had been some rumblings among the
powers-that-be over the decadence of early-morning imbibing
(fears which were in no way allayed by the in-class
shenanigans of a few who had had their fair share), the affair
was visibly supported by many of the faculty . Several
professorial luminaries toasted the new building repeatedly,
and a few went so far as to cancel or curtail classes for the big
event.
The Amicus is to be congratulated both for execution and
for
a
fine sense of the moment.
.................................................................................
by George Neuberger
Solution: William Buckley, Panama Editorial
It is . . . one's instinct . . . to resent bargaining under

duress. Especially . . . inasmuch as the Panamanians . . .
launched a sloppy, eristic campaign to discredit the plain fact
that the United States exercises sovereign rights over the
Canal . .. It is much easier to give something . . . to people
who ask for it than to people who tell you it isn't really yours
to give· up.

..................................................................................
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McKinley, Cont'd.
return to camp if it worsened in
tI ~ slightest. This situation
could have been the most
dramatic of our summit day. But
as it was, the weather cleared in
thirty minutes and we were able
to continue in good fashion.
Often when you read about
climbers tackling a big peak
they talked of the extreme state
of exhaustion they reach on the
upper part of a mountain. They
tell of taking three or four
breaths for every step forward
and of resting twice as long a t a
certain spot as it took them to
reach it. This was not the case
for us on McKinley and in this
regard it was the easiest 20,000
footer that I have climbed.
Our ·p arty was extremely well
conditioned
but
more
importantly wc all had the same
degree of drive to attain our
goaL Throughout the climb, it
seemed that you kept going
because your partner did and he,
because you did.
We stopped once or twice and
ate a few nuts then climbed on.
We kicked cur way up a difficult
1000 foot wall of 60 degree hard
snow to gain the summit ridge of
McKinley. We tried to quicken
our pace on the ridge but
couldn't and the last hundred
yards were agonizingly slow. At
last the slope fell all around us
and we were on the summit
marked only by a few wants left
by a Russian expedition a month
before.
We were to leave nothing. I
had taken the Kentucky State
Flag and a fraternity flag but
had forgotten and left them
when we dumped our packs at
19,300 feet when the weather
cleared. We remained one and a
half hours on the summit before
the cold began to creep into our
bodies forcing us to descend.
The question is inevitably
asked of all mountaineers, why?
Quite simply it would be safe to
say that most climbers lik.e to
climb to the top to feel the wind
rush through the holes in their
head. However, looking a little
deeper than that, a good deal of
the pleasure in climbing comes
within yourself when you have
done some wild thing 'that you
were not altogether sure that
you could or should do.
Challenge is the core of what
drives m·ankind to new limits
whether it is on a mountain, in a
football game or in a laboratory.
There is a primitive delight in
going someplace where there
are no guide books to tell you
what emotions to feeL
The climb was still far from
over. We were to blaze a new
route down the far side of
McKinley and then hike fifty
miles across the Alaskan tundra,
fording 10 different rivers, to a
dirt roadhead where we were to
get picked up. We had countless
experiences, some as· climaxing
as the day we reached the
summit but I cannot faithfully do
the!ll justice in the retelling.
TIley were experiences that
cannot be duplicated by passive
words. What we had one, what
we had seen, heard, felt and
feaFed; the places , sounds,
colors, cold, and bleakness - till
we died - this stream of
memories would set us apart
from everyone else. We had
accomplished our goal. We had
climbed to the top of the
continent and returned .

Is '~Legalese" Dying?
by William Safire

.

Why do lawyers write the
way they do? Why must wills
" give, devise and bequeath,"
or leases caution " without let
or hindrance," or contracts
convey " right, title and
interest" - and all the rest,
residue and remainder of legal
archaisms?
Comes now Peter Sullivan,
an
assemblyman
from
Westchester , N.Y., with a
revolutionary bill that has
passed both houses of the New
York State Legislature, and
awaits only Governor Hugh L.
Carey's signature to become
final and conclusive.
The bill would require all
leases - those agate-type
written instruments long out of
tune - to be " written in nontechnical language and in a
clear and coherent manner
USing words with common and
everyday meanings."
What 's this? A radical
assault
on
necessary
precision ? To some lawyers, a
lease without a whereas is like
a complaint without a plaintiff,
a null without a desist.
And some of the old language
of law is beautiful, like the
sonorous, majestic King James
translation of the Bible.
For example, my favorite
legalese is " anything herein to
the contrary notwithstanding."
Such
phrasing
excites
delectation, its lilt evoking an
ancient minuet, its rhythm
comparable to e. e. cummings '
"with up so floating many bells
down."
With David Melinkoff's
classic "The Language of the
Law" as our guide, we can
mutually
agree
(why
" mutually ?" Why not simply
"agree?") to strike from our
contracts some meaningless
terms for the rest of our
natural lives (why " natural? "
For good reason: to allow for
the legal idea of " civil death, "
as when a monk enters a
monastery. )
Whereas . The word means
everything and nothing.
Pettifogging lawyers often use
it to mean " since," or
" considering that," while most
of us use it (rarely) to mean
" while on the contrary ."
Whereas has become a useless
sound , a
legal-sounding
murmur, good only as a verbal
dingbat in the recitation · of
lists.
Aforesaid . This is a
grandfogging
lawyer
mumbling " I already told you
about that." If it refers to more
than
one
antecedent,
"aforesaid" is confusing; if
not, it is unnecessary. Lawyers
use this construction to lend the
aura of precision to fuzzy
thinking.
Forthwith. Has a nice, regal
feeling , doesn't it? Off with his
head, forthwith! But does it
mean " instanter" (the same

day) or " immediately" (at the
moment)
or
' without
unnecessary delay" or "with
all convenient speed ?" No, the
aforesaid " forthwith " is
indetermina te ; better put
down a date certain.
Hereby. That old legal
window dressing was the
precursor of " at that point in
time ;" it has no position in
space or chronology. If it
means " by means of this," fine
- but does it mean " by means
of the whole document" or part
of it? " At this moment" or a
little later ? " I revoke" is more
precise· than " I hereby
revoke," which only sounds
more legal.
Herein,
her e inaft e r,
heretofore. Forget 'em all.
"Herein" can mean in this
sentence, or essa y, or
newspaper. " Hereinafter" is
Similarly uncertain as to time
- for the rest of this contract,
or for the term of the
agreement,
or
what ?
"Heretofore" mayor may not
include the date of the
document containing it, and
ambiguity begs for litigation:
better use a good verb in the
past tense and abandon
aforesaid legalese.
The governor should strike a
. blow for clarity and sign the
bill forthwith: anything therein
to the contrary
notwithstanding.

State Courts,

Cont'd.
(from page6)
Center is the largest, most
broadly capable organization
in
the field of court
improvement. Last year it was
active in each of the 50 states .
The Conference will mark
the opening of the National
Center 's new headquarters
building in Williamsburg ,
adjacent to the Restored
Colonial Area .
Funding for the Conference
is being provided by the Law
Enforcement Assistance
. Administration of the U.S.
Department of Justice and The
Henry Luce Foundation,Inc .
The public opinion survey has
. been funded by the National
Institute of Law Enforcement
and Criminal Justice. LEAA is
~so making available funds
for
implementation
of
Conference recommendations
in the states.

Piggy,Cont'd
(from page4)
many, IS bemg coordmated (at
great personal expense) by two
students, Brian Buckley and
Andy Thurman. A two-man
newspaper says a great deal of
good about these two men, and
very little about the rest of us.
Anyone who can help with the
paper to continue its existence,
should do so.

'Williamsburg 1(acquet <:5bnp
SIr ..,,) '"9 S p~ci~ lisls
T~""is Equipm~ ttl ~"d

Supplies

S"o~s ~"d App~r~1

605-8 Prince George St.

Phone 220-2319
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chills, delusions, sore throat,
disorientation , weakness,
general malaise, etc. Is it V.D.?
T.B. ? Malaria? 'Arthritis ?
Legionnaire's Disease?
Tonsilitis? Leprosy? Mono?
Drug withdrawal? Ingrown
toenail? No. it is that undignified
disease, the common cold or
When I first began to write tliis column last year and thus extend " flu. " Besides that malady
the lists against dullness and blandness in journalism, it never oc- which puts us in our graves, if in
curred to me that I would find myself preoccupied with trying to be fact we do not all die from
humorous.
complications of a cold, I doubt
There is something debasing about always trying to be funny or anything will cause each of us as
. outrageous. (The fonner is often a product of the latter.) On various much discomfort as the
occasions I have sat myself down to write something, usually about " common
cold. "
More
the law, that I thought should be said, or alternatively, that I thought hospitalizations, doctor's office
might be original or profound. Bulinvariably my hand was stayed by visits, hours lost from work or
an appreciation of what I believe to be a fundamental characteristic pleasure, doctor's phone calls,
of the typical law student: He is not really interested in the law.
doctor's " free advice" queries,
Before you get your hackles up, puff out your cheeks, and exhale nurses
interrogatories ,
a typhoon of opprobrium upon my beknighted brow, I ask you to think paramedic recommendations,
about some phenomena which you, like myself, may have observed. and palmistry consultations
First of all, hark back to those golden days of yesteryear, par- result from " flu" than all other
ticularly your first semester, when you, ~ocent of any real learning diseases put together.
in the law, were first exposed to its often baffling subtleties and
How can I approach such a
tortuous attempts to do justice. Do you remember the exhaustive vohiminous
subject
and
debates you had with friends over the correctness of Supreme Court condense it into one or one
decisions, the polciy arguments you used to have in small torts that hundred articles in the
continued after class was over ; do you remember actually reading AMICUS? I cannot. I would like
and worrying about the import of the photostated article Mr. Sullivan to present various aspects of
passed out in Contracts entitled " The Jurisprudence of Contracts" ? "flu " in a short article on
It was all very exciting, wasn't it? You may not recall doing any such causative agents, treatments,
thing . You may have once participated in such extracurricular complications, specific drugs,
discussions, but now confine your thinking and argumentation to the prevention,
and
future
classroom. The rare individuals among you may still be interested possibilities.
enough to think about and argue the law regardless of whether it has
What are the causative
any relation to your classwork.
agents? The general category of
My point is this : somewhere between the end of the first semester organism that causes the
and the beginning of the second year many if not most of us lose in- "common cold" or " flu" is the
terest in the law in the abstract philosophical or even political sense, virus. Viruses cause such
and substitute that lost interest with a determination to get through, dreaded diseases as rabies,
make good grades, get a job, pass the bar.
smallpox, mumps , yellow fever ,
There is no shame in admitting to this. Few, if a{ly of us, intended measles . German measles ,
their law school attendance to be the equiv~ent of doing post chickenpox, and shingles, and
graduate work in political or moral philosophy. The exigencies of the although most of these
law school's primary task, to produce competent attorneys, militates conditions start with cold
against rewarding those who spend the bulk of their time in airy, symptoms they rapidly progress
abstract speculation about the law, and in favor of those who learn into t heir well-known pictures .
what was, what is, what probably will be, and no more.
The common cold , flu, or '
The new law student who enthusiastically enters the realm of new respiratory viruses are included
ideas and thoughts and who eagerly 'enters the classroom policy in the following groups :
debates is often brought up short after the results of his first exam ' Myxoviruses , Ad'e xoviruses ,
grades are posted. His-enthusiasm is supplanted by a sense of bit- Reoviruses, Enterviruses , and
terness and even perhaps betrayal. He looks around at the people who common respiratory viruses ;
are invited to climb to the ivory tower of Law .Review and realizes and have the following common
that he cannot recall hearing many of their voices in class or out of names :
clufluenza .,
class. He may be right or he may be wrong in thinking that those who parainfluenza, coxsa.ckie, and
have succeeded where he has failed have done so by not wasting any ECHO . What makes these
time thinking about what they have learned in preference to learning viruses unique is that repeated
what others have thought and written about.
infections in the same person
If you do not accept my interpretation, or if you are tempted to
from the same organism is
dismiss it as the product of a solipisistic state of mind, go to the next possible. With versions such as
TG IF party and listen to some of the conversations. The odds are tha t chickenpox ·or mumps , one
in the main those who are discussing or arguing the law (as opposed infection or vaccination protects
to law school and professors) are first year students, and the ones
the individual from subsequent
saying, " God , I don't want to talk about the law" are either 2nd or . infections .
The
repeated
third year students to whom such talk has become an embarrassment infections from the respiratory
or a bore.
viruses are because either the
If this test doesn 't provide any conclusvie results, then try
natural
resistance
after
another experiment. Go buy the Washington Post, read it, (especially infection or vaccination is short
the news reports on'pending legislation and reports of Supreme Court lived and disappears by the time
cases and activities) think about it, and then attempt to engage a the virus comeS around again,
fellow law student in a meaningful discussion of it. I'll wager that in or, probably more importantly,
the majority of cases you will discern that your "debating partner", the virus has the ability to
like most law students, does not read the part of the newspaper change its face and " fake out" .
containing such matters. If she or he has, they probably haven't body defenses. Th e chief
thought about it much and will be unwilling to do so at your in- prot otype
and
ultimate
sistence.
chameleon is the influenza virus .
If sufficient numbers of you are prepared to disabuse me of this
It is best described as a
opinion then perhaps Raskolnihov will divert his pen from the inane porcupine with fifty-two spines.
and the puerile, abandon the cover of a pseudonym and become a It has the ability to change the
serious essayist next semester. But I feel sure that if I did few would configuration ,
molecular
welcome the change.
arrangment, and amino acid
sequence of these spines in an
infinite number of combinations.
The body produces agents
(called antibodies ) to denature
poisons and infectious agents by
fitting the intruders like
"gloves" and therefore repelling
by Dr. T. Moorma,n
of the causes, treatments, and
them. If such an agent suddenly
prognosis are known and fairly
All of us have seen various
grows six fingers , the body
reports that descripe the wor.st routine. There is one disease,
cannot .repel it until it makes a
which I call the " scourge of six-fingered glove, and since
affliction of man. There is no
doubt that most of us will man ," that will afflict us
that takes time, we get sick.
collectively, not a t the same
unfortunately experience heart
These agents are usually not
time or in the same way, or to
disease ,
cancer ,
severe
vicious enough to kill the normal
the same severity, or with the
infections, disfiguring injuries,
healthy body, and so we are sick
metabolic
disorders ,
or same complications. We will, until we produce enough
disabling accidents at some time however, be afflicted. Fever, antibodies to neutralize the
cough, nausea, vomiting,
during our lives. These events
invader. If the agent.remains the
will be " personal" in nature and
diarrhea , diz~iness , soreness,
same the next cold season and
sneezing. headache , burning ,
will not afflict everyone we
(continued page 7)

Advocatus
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Sports
Shorts
by John Rodgers
Intramurals have been
booming right along and as
usual the law school has been
leading the pack. In 3-man
basketball, the team of Mike
Stuart, Stu Ten Hoor, and
Bruce Gerrity easIly took the
Championship showing the
finesse and power of a true
championship ball club. In
your eyes undergrads.
In soccer things were much
more disappointing as only one
team made it to the playoffs,
Disgust. The team captained
by Doug Christman who was
also the leading scorer for the
team , demolished its regular
season
opponents
and
appeared headed for certain
victory. But fate did not see it
that way as in the first round of
the playoffs, playing without
the benefit of substit'utes ,
Disgust was upset by Theta
Delta Chi fraternity on a goal
which should never have ·been
alJowed. What happened was
this: Theta Delt brought the
ball down field , fed it to the
center forward who knocked
(continued page 7) _

State Courts,
Cont'd.
(from page 1)
RecommenaaLluu;:, Vi CHt
task forces will be made public
well in advance of the
Conference , Chief Justice
Pringle said.
" State Courts: A Blueprint
for the Future " is being
planned and directed for the
. National Center by . the Hon.
Paul C. Reardon, a leading
judge long active on · the
national scene and especially
known for his work on the
"Fair Trial, Free Press" issue.
Judge Reardon retired last
year as an Associate Justice of
the Supreme Judicial Court of
Massachusetts.
Serving as Chairman of the
Conference ' s
Steering
Committee is Chief Justice C.
William O'Neill of the Supreme
Court of Ohio and a former
governor of that state.
The National Center for State
Courts , currently
headquartered in Denver, was
founded in 1971 in response to
the call of Chief Justice
Burger. With a multidisciplinary staff of over 100
and six regional offices around
the country , .the National
(continued page 5)

SBA Minutes:
Nov. -9, 1977
PRESENT: RONCA, GIGUERE, KARC.H, FlEWS , NORTON,
GINIV AN, KENNEDY, CONNELLY, KING, WILCOX.
ABSENT : BOURASSA (excused), FROGALE, DOZIER.
THE meeting was called to order by the President at 4: 30 P.M.
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted.
OLD BUSINESS :
REPORT by Ginivan re Open 'Exam Policy. Bill met with the
faculty , who have decided to implement, perhaps this spring, a policy, .
whereby if a student has two exams in one day, he may reschedule
one.
RESULUTION by Ginivan that the exam policy adopted by the
faculty , although a welcome improvement, is inadequate in
alleviating students ' difficulties in taking exams and scheduling
courses. SECONDED. PASSED, aye-6 , nay-2 ..
NEW BUSINESS:
RESOLUTION by Ginivan that the Board express its deepest
gratitude to Ken Geroe, Mason Lacy, Cassie Kennedy, Carrol Kinsey,
Tom Knause , John Rodgers, the New Building Committee, Virginia
for Bonds and the Poll Workers for their great job in getting Marshall-Wythe a new home. SECONDED. PASSED unanimously.
RESOLUTlON by Karch that the Board express its thanks to Bill
Norton, Law Wives, PAD Mike, Kevin, Jeff, John and everyone else
who worked on the reception for a tremendous Homecoming party.
SECONDED. PASSED unanimously.

Who Are These People?

Dr. T's Recipe For

.

Fighting Ih~ ,f.Ja~om, m"'t

These people are Jacque and Bob Wooldridge (secbnd year)
and they took home the coveted Best Costume Award at a
Halloween party given by law student Gary Marshall. For
Bob, the duck has obviously dropped.

W-burg Court
Report
by Bill Norton
The
following
article ,
concerning
the
recent
Williamsburg murder trial of
Michael Marnell Smi th, is
reprinted from the November
' 11 issue of the Virginia Gazette.
The trial was observed in
whole or in part by several
dozen law students. Several
Marshall-Wythe students
participated in the dram.a
directly. Jim Ronca and Lanny
Rainey
assisted
Commonwealth's Attorney Bill
Person while Jim U pdike
assisted defense counsel.
by Rebecca Clark
It was a long, costly trial that

took place in circuit court last
week over the rape and murder
of Audrey Jean Weiler.
Patience was tried along
with the case. After four days
of evidence, Michael Marnell
Smith, 31, was convicted of
capital murder in the slaying of
the 35-year-old Mrs. Weiler. A
jury imposed the death
sentence. The sentence is not
final , however, for circuit court
Judge Russell M. Carneal will
rule on the decision Nov . 30.
The day of Oct. 31 was spent
by defense lawyers David
Pugh and James T. Wood, and
commonwealth attorney
William L. Person Jr . i n
selecting the jury. Eight hours
- and 45 minutes were consumed
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grilling prospective jurors in
the courtroom to determine
their knowledge and opinions
on the case, which both the
defense and prosecution
maintained
was
widely
publicized.
In the end, six men and 'six
women were chosen to either
acquit or convict 31-year-old
Smith.
Numerous amaavlts ' -were
presented to Judge Carneal in
pre-trial hearings-petitioning
the court for a change of venue
because of what defense
a ttorneys
termed
an inordinate amount of
publicity."
But because of the case's
notoriety, the jurors were
sequestered at the Hospitality
House on Richmond Road for
three nights-at a cost of
$1,200, paid by the state. The
total included about 10 meals
for each of the 12.
The jurors were under strict
guidelines. When selected, they
were not allowed to go to their
homes for their belongings
before sequestration. Instead,
family members brought
things to them. They were
questioned before each day's
work began on whether they
had seen any newspaper or
televison reports on the case.
Each time, all 12 answered
negatively.
Commonwealth attorney
Person said, " The only thing to
do was to sequester the jury."
He said the Smith trial was the
longest he has tried in 13 years.
He said sequestering the jury

stabbed her·several times with
a hunting knife. He threw the
knife into a marshy area. The
knife was later found by park '
rangers.
Smith became a suspect in
the
murder
when
his
fingerprints were found in the
area where the incident
occurred. He confessed at his
home at Gospel Spreading
Farm at 6:30 p.m. May 25.
Smith became the first to'
receive the death penalty since
the ,d eath statute became
effective in Virginia July 1.
Carneal will rule on whether
.Smith will retain punishment
by death, or will receive life
imprisonment based on a
report of Smith's history.
Meanwhile , the convicted
murderer re'm ains in the citycounty jail.

enabled the press to cover the
trial more accurately and
fairly.
Person said that although the
Smith case received much
public attention, it set no
precedent for future court
proceedings regarding serious
crimes. The publicity caused
the need for sequestering the
jury , he said.
The first day of the trial was
ov. 1. Mrs. Weiler's daughter
Heather was the first witness.
Later, Lt. Richard Cumbee of
the William and Mary police
testified from Smith's sworn
statement of admission to the
crime. The defendant was
taken into custody May 25, two
days after Mrs. Weiler was
murdered.
.
Her body was found floating
about 10 feet away from the'
shore of the James River along
the ' Colonial
Parkway.
Testimony revealed that Smith
spotted Mrs. Weiler walking
along the beach on the river,
approached her, and the two
began talking.
After Smith helped Mrs .
Weiler remove thorns from her
feet, he asked her to go for 'a
walk. No testimony revealed
that Mrs . Weiler strenuously
resisted Smith, but she did
apparently ask him where they
were going. Smith only said,
"Keep walking."
After walking a distance,
testimony said he told the .
victim to take off her clothes.
He then raped her, strangled
her until she was iimp, held her
head under the water, and

T's Advice, Cont'd.

(from page6)
our bodies remember it, we
don't get sick.
This explains why
vaccinations against this
organism are not permanent.
The vaccine is made for last
year's flu, -and is not designed
for 100 percent protection,
although if the agent is exactly
the same, theoretically it would
be.
I hope to continue with other
aspects mentioned above after
Christmas. I expect that many of
you will meet the flu during
Christmas vacation. If you do,
please tell me about any '
successful treatments on. your
return in January so I can
mclude ,them in this column.

Sports, Cont'd.
. (from page 6)
the ball With his hand and
kicked it in. The game ended
tied at 1-1, but alas the Theta
Delts did not miss a penalty
kick in the kick-off and won the
game. The other law school
team was Bonds '77, they were
made up of some newcomers to
the game of soccer. They
played very well considering
the lack of experience and the
tough schedule that they drew.
They will win it all next year.
Basketball starts this week
with last year's third place
team BlaCkacre having been
split into several teams trying
to win ' it all this year. The
Supreme Court has made itself
into two teams, one led by
.Brian
Buckley,
Andy
Thurman, Larry Murray, and
Ward Eason. The other team is
led by Larry Davis, Bob
Rappaport, Quint Robinson,
and Carrol Kinsey. There is, of
course Jim Ronca 's delightful
menagerie returning as Uncle
John's Band. Lousewort was
formed this year to give
Blackacre some competition
featuring Stu Ten Hoor, Mike
Stuart, and Mike Bauman.
There is also a team made up
of first year players and Danny
Weckstein, but not knowing
their names I cannot give a
very good report. We feel
certain though that this year
the law school will dominate
the Basketball picture as they
did last year.

By Bill Richards

Washington Post Staff Writer
A federal patent appeals
court ruled yesterday that an
industry can patent and own
certain forms of life it
develops .
The
cautious
decision could have sweeping
effects on the scientific and
business communities.

G rid Picks : Seers Or Suckers?
john Rcxlgers

Pitt bt 1
DlKr.: v .

i'; ,H'!

v. 3i ch-:]ond

'{'PI

v.

~';ake

<:;!"!'

v.

~·· D. .

Arkansc;,s
,

.

by llJ

Rich Schafran

state by .J

Penn state by 3

?i. tt ':Jy 6

l'r,c

by 3

m~ c

by

13

Duke by 1

UNC by 3

OS" by 2

-OSU

by

3

Csu by 1

bich by 10

v.;':

by

3

by 14

VPI by 7

P . Va v. t·<ar'J lan::"

j. l';eal

Penn state by 7

~1&H

FOJ:'est

Ken Geros

t'ld . "by

20

SiT -by '74-

1.

VFI by 10
Ld .

by 18

Ark. by

60

Fe~

?tich. by 1

VPI

·-by 21.

\·; ake by J

I·n . by 147
Ark. by

VJ&;': by 1

30

Ed. by 27

Ark. by 27
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CL..; 'SS SCHEDULE
SPRING 1978
D.WS

102 Civil ?~uce c~~~ II (A)
102 Civil Procedure II (B)

8 : ;:;:)- 8 :5 0
8 : 00- 8:50

~: . C .

: C Contracts II

9 : 00- 10: 15
9:00-10 ::"5

~;.C .

T Th

215

l C: 3j-:":": ;.
10 : 30- 11: 5

';' Tn
';' Th

~1 .C .

(A)

104

Co~t~aC:S

II (3)

106

? ~O?~~c y

~v 6

?roperty II (R)

II (A)

215

215

9 : CO- : 0 : l S

· ~: . C .

9 : Co-IO: :"' S

TBA

215
X.C.
215
TRA

T ThF
10 :00- ,- 0 :SO

T Te.

303 Cor porations

9 : 00- 9 :5G
10:00- 12 : 00

';' Tn

305 Trusts and Estates

2 : 30- : JV

30 7

"-: 00- 1 :50
1 : 00- 2': ~ 5

l OS ':orts II (A)
108 To~ts :1 CB)
l:J Administrative Law (A)
110 Adminis=ra=ive Law (B)
I II

~egal ~ riti~g

:aw

203 Crimina l
204 Legal

11: 00- 12 :15
11: 00- 11 : 50
TRA

P~o : ession

IX S ';'R ;; C 70~

CREDIT

>:ar1 en
Rendleman

3
3

Sullivan
Browu

3
3

Brion
}ladison

3
3

Walck
Furr_
Whitney
Collins

3
3
3
3

Law

DAYS

. ROOM

428 Am. Leg . History

11 : 00- 11 :50

MWF

213

Swindler

3

429 Xunicipal Corporations

5:00-6:15

M

215

Andrews

3

430 Criminal Procedure II

2 :00-4:00

216

Hoffman

2

435 Adv. Ad::>. Prac ..

12:00-2:00

202

Powell

2

437 corporate Finance

9 : 00-10 :15

T Th

213

Schaefer

3

443 Legal Aid Cl i nic

TBA

TBA

TBA

Levy .

3

445 Western Leg. Inst.

11 : 00- 12 :15

T Th

213

Swindler

3 ·

OR- I00 Wal ck

3

446 European Community Law

9 :00- 10:15

213

Br idge

3

21 6

S;>ong

2

501 Juvenile Law & Process

3:30- 6:00

W

216
216

Wi l liam.:;on

4

502

3 :00-5:30

M

TBA

Whyte

3

2 :00-4:30

T

213

Furr

3

2:30- 3 : 4S
J : 00- 5:00
2:30- 5: 00

TTh

2.02

202
213

Whitney
Brion
Ryan

3

Wed.
Th

La~or

311 <ederal Income Tax
40 2

Cr~nal

404

~ccurec

406

Je~ t o r

4~ 5

I :lsu:-ance

Transactions
Creditor

3

C03sume~

Law

Ar;:nist eCic

3

531 Er.v. ~aw & Marine Aff. Sem.
~32 Jurisprudenc e Sem.
542 A dm ira1~y Sem.

Donaldson

4

5!,4 Judicia l Adlllin Sem.

1: 00- 3 : 30

F

202 ·

Aikman/Reardon

3

601 Legal C:erking

TBA

TBA

TBA

Levy

1

603 Law Review

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

1

605 Moot Court

TEA

TEA

TBA

Brion

1

609 Legal Research

TEA

TBA

TBA

Staff

1

610

TBA

TBA

TBA

~taff

2

TBA

TBA

TBA

Levy

1

1 : 00- 2 : 15
7:00- 9 : 30pm

T Th

215
M.C.

Donaldson

3

T

706 Adv. Corp. Tax

12:00-12:50

WF

213

White

2

708 Reorganizations

12:00-12:50

T Th

202

l.'!lite

2

710 Business Planning

3 : 00- 4 :15

Rm . C Frank
Campus Cen .

3

12 : 00- 1:1. S

216
216

(; :0:;- 8 :S;;
9:00- 9 :50
8 : ():J- 8 :5G

216
Whyte
Mt Ct .
213
Frank

3

2.1: 00- 11 :50

216

Rendleman

3
3

1 2 : ~v -~ 2 : 5 0

Procedure I

4

216

10 : 0:1- 1: :.1. 5

Ar bitration Sem.

Rm. D Ketcham
Campus Cen.

4

Brion
216

30S Eviderlce

Th

1

Ht.Ct. Johnson
:: Th

CREDIT

HOURS

520 Fed.
Co~ercial

INSTRUCTOR

COURSE AND NUMBER

3
3

2

1 2 ! O~ - 1: 15

';' Th

X. C.

Fischer

41 2 : ..:ld . Soc. Leg.

2:00- 3 :1 5

T Th.

215

Brown

L~ 1 4

:--:.e o eciies

9 : 00- 9 : 50

216

Schaefer

3

418

~uiair ~rade P ~ac .

1 : 0v- 1. : 5G

213

Collins

3

I~depen .

Legal Writing

613 Post Conviction
704 Estate Planning II
or

1 : J~- 2 : 3 ::J

419 Virginia Procedure

4 :';' S- :> : 3C

216

Ze pkin

3

420 Nod . Land Financ e

1: 00- 2 : ::'5

215

}ladison

3

422 Legal Account ing

2 : 2C- 3 : 45

215

Fischer

3

42 5 Env. Law II

4 : 00- 5 ::5

213

Whitney

3

712 Fraud & Crim Tax Pros .

7 : 00- 9: 40pm

Th

216

Rothwacks

3

1 : ';- 6 :00

N. C.

Po'well

2

216 Fed. Tax Policy

TBA

TBA

TBA

White

2

.526 Trial Advocacy

T Th

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Fall 1977
)AY

DATE

9:00 a.m. to 12 :00 noon

'ion.

12-5

rues.

R00l1

1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

ROOH

307 Commercial Law (8. a.m. /12 p.m. )OR- 300
407 Labor Law
216

313 Urban Land Use

216

12-6

441 Admiralty
444 Roman Law

215
201

204 Legal Pro fe ssion

Moot Court '

~ed.

12-7

107 Torts I (A&B)

A-Moot Court
B-2l6

303 Corporations
709 Corp. & Shareholder Tax

OR-300 (to 5 p.m.)
213

Thurs.

12-8

415 The Federal Courts

216

203 Criminal Law

Moot Court

Fri.

12-9

103 Contracts I (A&B)

305 Trusts & Es tates
701 Tax Admin. & Procedure

Moot Court (to 5 p.m. '
201

417 Trial & Appellate Prac.

A-Moot Court
B-216
201, 215

Sat.

12-10

'433 Trademark Copyright Patent
711 State and Local Tax

213
201

409 International Lmv
416 Family Law

215
Moot Court

Mon.

12-12

109 Constitutional Law I

423 Securities Regulation

201

718 Qualified Retirement Plans

A-Moot Court
B-2l6
No exam

(A&B)

Tues.

12-13

309 Evidence

Moot Court

427 English Legal History

213

Wed.

12-14

105 Property I (A&B)

403 Const. Rights & Duties
703 Estate Planning I

213
215, 216

410 C<;mflicts

A-Moot Court
B-20l, 215
216

"-

Thurs.

12-15

411 Antitrust

215

311 Federal Income Tax
402 Criminal Procedure I

215, 201 (to 5 p.m.)
216, ·213

Fri.

12-16

101 Civil Procedure I (A&B)

A-Moot Court
B-2l6

419 Virginia Procedure
705 Partnership Tax

OR-IOO
201

The following courses will not have a final examination.
424 Environmental Law

A paper is required:

715 Tax Research Methods

